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Abstract 

The objective of this study is to investigate the current administration of esport teams by U.S. 

colleges and universities. This research will address the advantages and disadvantages of 

managing a collegiate esports team, ultimately guiding managers in the decision-making 

process 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

This report seeks to explore the evolving definition of esports and their rapid growth over the 

past 20 years, as well as evaluate the role of various departments in the management of esport 

at the collegiate level. I begin by covering the current academic conversation regarding 

esports in Colleges and Universities in the U.S. and the implications for this discussion for 

managers and prospective managers of esports. Specifically, I detail the evolution of the 

recognition of esports as sport, discuss the role of Title IX in shaping collegiate esport 

competition, and consider the role of athletic department or student service organizational 

oversight of collegiate teams. I conclude with directions for future inquiry into integrating 

esports into the college athletics landscape. 

What are esports? 

Esports, e-Sports, E-Sports, and eSports are the many forms of denoting what is 

known as competitive video gaming. The term esports stands for electronic sports, which is 

usually used to describe video gaming competition. The participants are referred to as 

gamers, cyberathlete, esport gamer, and esport athlete (Jenny, 2017). It is important to 

distinguish esports from the broader video game industry, particularly given that there is not 

a unified definition of esports in academic literature. Figure 1 provides a visualization of 

video gaming and esports. The outermost circle encompasses all types of video gaming (also 

referred to as “gaming”) via many different platforms, such as PC, console, and mobile. The 

middle circle includes amateur competitive gaming, which refers to nonprofessional 
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competition. Only the innermost circle contains professional competitive gaming, or 

professional esports.  

There are a number of ways in which academics have defined esports. Wagner’s 

(2006), for example, closely aligns with the definition of traditional sports: “Esports” is an 

area of sport activities in which people develop and train mental or physical abilities in the 

use of information and communication technologies. Alternatively, Walton et al. (2020) 

explains that esports “consist of high-level competition through video games”. Rambusch, 

Jakobsson & Pargman (2007) describes them as, “competitive gameplay which borrows 

forms from traditional sports”. Furthermore, Weiss (2011) perceives esports as “playing 

competitive games according to generally accepted rules of leagues and tournaments on the 

Internet” (p. 572). Finally, the Korean eSports Association (KeSPA) defines      eSports as a 

leisure activity within cyberspace in which participants match      their electronic game skills 

against each other for win or loss. In summary, all of the above definitions conclude that 

esports involve a high level of competition, held in cyberspace, that requires both physical 

and mental capabilities.  

I argue that a key component distinguishing competitive video gaming and esports is 

the existence of prize money. This, in particular, defines the esport landscape as 

professionalized, and the context in which training and competition at the collegiate level is 

likely to occur. Therefore, for the purposes of this paper, esports will be defined by NewZoo’s 

(2020) definition: “Competitive gaming at a professional level and in an organized format (a 

tournament or league) with a specific goal (i.e., winning a champion title or prize money) 

and a clear distinction between players and team that are competing against each other.” 
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The Structure of Esports 

When contrasting esports and traditional sports, the biggest difference is that esport 

games ultimately belong to a publisher. While traditional sports may have an original creator 

(such as basketball), they are open for use, and rules and regulations are available to everyone 

at any time. The esports industry, however, strongly depends on the publisher and their 

willingness to include the games in esports competition. If publishers do not agree, they could 

claim the copyright or licenses, or possibly even turn off the servers that allow the connection 

between players (Sun & Marles, 2016). There are both positives and negatives associated 

with this structure. Game publishers have considerable market power, but may use its power 

to sponsor tournaments and raise additional revenue. Yet the publisher could develop its own 

league and charge for intellectual property rights in tournaments or leagues managed by 

others, possibly reducing overall output of esports competition. 

The structure of esports can be summarized with six stakeholders. The game 

publishers at the top (1), leagues and tournaments second (2), below them are the teams and 

players (3), and at the bottom we find the audience (4). Sponsors (5) and media and 

broadcasting (6) can be placed horizontally alongside leagues and tournaments. This is 

summarized in Figure 2. As previously stated, the main difference from traditional sports 

structure for business is the publisher who remains in control due to the licensing, intellectual 

property, and servers (where the game takes place). As for the competition, formats change 

based on the game and the organizer or league (Prescott, 2019). There is not a unified or most 

common way to crown a champion, which is addressed further in a later section. 

Now more than ever, broadcasting and streaming have become essential in allowing 

the continuance of tournaments. Before the COVID-19 pandemic, most tournaments would 
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hold live events in an esports arena to crown a champion. Today, due to restrictions on large 

gatherings, tournaments require teams or players to live stream their competition. This not 

only allows the audience to observe gameplay, but it demonstrates clean and fair gameplay. 

Despite this, the ability to stream various esports from anywhere has likely led to enormous 

growth in popularity over the past 20 years. 

 

Esports Growth 

Due to the previous definition of esports, it is important to delimit what videogames 

are considered esports and which more commonly appear in non-professional competitive 

gaming. To do this, prize money along with the number of competitors and tournaments can 

be considered the variables that gives a video game the classification of an esport. The top 

30 video games that are currently holding competitions and have the most prize money 

accumulated over the years in the world are listed in Table 1. There are various genres of 

games in which participants compete on the esport stage (as seen in Table 2). As it turns out, 

there are heterogeneous populations playing different genres of games, particularly across 

gender lines. The genres with the highest prize money and number of tournaments from 2000 

to 2021 were First Person Shooter (FPS), Multiplayer Online Battle Arena (MOBA), and 

Real-Time Strategy (RTS). According to Yee (2017) (Figure 3), only a small percentage of 

females participate in these popular genres of esports (7%, 10%, 11%, respectively). 

However, 69% of gamers are females in Match 3 (i.e., casino slot type games) or 

Family/Farm Simulators genres. These genres of games, according to esportsearnings.com, 

do not hold any tournaments, competitors, or prize money; therefore, they are not considered 
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esports. The lack of female esports competitors will open the discussion for gender equality 

in collegiate esports and Title IX. 

Newzoo (2020) notes that there are 222.9 million Esports Enthusiasts (EE) across the 

globe. EE are defined as “people who watch professional esports content more than once a 

month.” Occasional Viewers (OV) were defined as “people who watch professional esports 

content less than once a month” and was reported to hit 272.2 million viewers in 2020, 

estimating a total global esports audience of 495 million people. In North America alone, the 

total audience is estimated to be 57.2 million people (Newzoo, 2020). 

It has also been speculated that esports would generate $1.06 billion dollars in 2020 

(Rietkerk, 2020). Of this revenue, 57.9% ($636.9 million dollars) were expected to come 

from sponsorships, 16.9% ($185.4 million dollars) from media rights, 11.1% ($121.7 million 

dollars) from merchandise and ticket sales, and 10.6% (116.6 million dollars) from 

publisher’s fees. In 2020, two new quickly growing sources of revenue were added to these 

expectations: digital and streaming. These new revenue sources were expected to increase 

+60.9% and +33.0% year on year, respectively, which adds 3.5% to the total revenue. 

(Newzoo, 2020) This revenue breakdown is shown in Figure 4. Given the diversity of 

revenue streams, it is worth expanding upon the characteristics of each.  

 

Publisher Fees 

Publishers are companies that create videogames and sell them to the public, the most 

popular of which are listed in Table 3. Publisher fees consist of revenues paid from the game 

publisher to independent esports organizers, separate from investments or spending by 
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publishers in their own leagues or events (Newzoo, 2020). For example, TESPA (formerly 

known as Texas E-Sports Association) charged Activision-Blizzard and Riot Games 

publisher fees to manage esports collegiate leagues (Reames, 2018). However, publishers 

can revoke rights or licenses and organize the tournaments or league themselves, therefore 

decreasing this revenue source. This occurred with TESPA and Riot Games’ League of 

Legends later on. Examples of this include Valve’s Defense of The Ancient 2 (DOTA-2) 

“The International” tournament, and Activision-Blizzard’s Call of Duty League. This is 

important to note because it can create a conflict between a potential collegiate governing 

body or league and their interest to build collegiate esports. 

 

Sponsorships      

Sponsorships represent 58% of esports revenue, with sponsors      categorized as 

endemic and non-endemic brands (The eSport Observer, 2019). Endemic brands are in direct 

relationship with esports, such as technological companies like Intel, AMD, and BenQ. These 

sponsors will usually provide the team or tournament with the equipment to compete. 

Alternatively, non-endemic brands have no direct relationship with the esports activity itself, 

such as food and drinks, cars, or smartphones. Sponsors will usually give financial support 

to tournaments or teams in exchange for exposure, branding of esports athletes’ uniforms, 

and/or custom-made advertising during streaming, or social media content (The eSports 

Observer, 2019). This is important to have in mind because collegiate esports could benefit 

from both. Most likely, endemic brands could support training facilities for colleges, while 

non-endemic brands will usually sponsor the league or a governing body. 
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Media Rights, Merchandise, Tickets, Digital, and Streaming Revenues 

Media rights are revenues generated by the purchase of the right to broadcast the 

esports content on a channel. This includes online streaming platforms, broadcasters, or 

copyright costs to show visual content of an esports competition (Newzoo, 2020). Revenues 

are also generated from ticket sales for live esports events, which also include merchandise 

from teams, organizers, and publishers (Newzoo, 2020).  

Digital revenues are interesting to note, due to most video games now including 

virtual shops, where players can purchase premium in-game items that do not affect their 

performance but generate aesthetic status. Professional or popular teams in some scenarios 

possess their own intellectual property items which can be sold and used by other players or 

fans; therefore, generating revenue for the team and the publisher (Newzoo, 2020).  

Streaming is the broadcasting of a player’s gameplay during a tournament. Streaming 

revenues are generated through professional players that sign a partnership with a streaming 

platform, such as Twitch. The streaming platform may allow the streamer to generate revenue 

via subscription, donation, advertising, promotion, and views (Newzoo, 2020). 

 

Prize money 

Due to the adopted definition of esports in this report, it is important to discuss prize money, 

which distinguishes esports from amateur competitive gaming. Although it can be considered 

an expense to organizers, clubs and teams consider this a revenue source. This prize money 

is usually split between the first, second, and third place winners, and is further divided 

among each team player. Throughout the years, eSportsEarnings.com has compiled prize 
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money data from many sources into a comprehensive database. Figure 5 demonstrates an 

upward trend in prize money between the years of 2010 and 2019. The prize money drops 

significantly in 2020, which is likley attributed to COVID-19. However, it is interesting to 

note that there is a spike in esports viewership likely due to the same reason as seen in Figure 

6 which shows esports viewership numbers by month in 2019 and Figure 7 showing 

viewership numbers in 2020, demonstrating an increase in both the average and month-by-

month.  

When it comes to a single tournament, publisher Valve’s DOTA-2 offers the most 

prize money. In 2019, “The International” tournament, held in Shanghai, China, raised a prize 

pool of $34,330,069.00 with first place winning $15,620,181.00 (eSportsEarnings.com, 

2021). This is particularly striking, given that traditional sports that have been around for 

many decades have much smaller prize pools. For example, the winner of the tennis U.S. 

Open receives a prize of only $3,850,000 (US Open, 2019) 
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Chapter 2: Esports in U.S. Colleges & Universities 

Collegiate Sport in the U.S. 

The United States holds a unique model of sports competition, which has implications 

for how esport can develop, particularly given its international operations. Historically, 

athletes in the U.S. begin their competitive sport pathway in the public or private school 

system, with high school leading primarily to university sport. Universities offer a limited 

number of sports programs known as “varsity sports”, most of which are controlled by the 

university’s athletic department. American universities typically become members of an 

association that supervises and develops varsity athletics competition (Sparvero, Chalip & 

Green, 2008). 

Depending on the association, varsity athletes can be offered scholarships or 

incentives to compete in a varsity sport. Of these associations, The National Collegiate 

Athletic Association (NCAA) is the most prominent, which contains three divisions. Division 

I and II provide more than $3.6 billion dollars in athletic scholarships to more than 180,000 

student-athletes (NCAA, n.d.). Meanwhile, Division III does not offer scholarships (NCAA, 

n.d.). There is also competition under the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics 

(NAIA) and National Junior College Athletic Association (NJCAA), both of which have a 

similar structure and management for athletic scholarships (NAIA.; NJCAA). On the other 

hand, universities support and encourage “club sports” that are created, organized, and 

managed by students. Club sports do not fall under the oversight of NCAA, NJCAA, or 

NAIA bylaws or regulations. Currently, none of these associations recognize esports as a 

varsity sport, therefore leaving esport outside their respective regulatory power. Two 

consequences result from this. First, collegiate esports teams have begun affiliating with 
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other associations, such as the National Association of College Esports (NACE). Secondly, 

there has been recent evolution in the creation of a new governing body for collegiate esports. 

 

Collegiate Esports Governance 

Today, the future of governance of collegiate esports is uncertain. Many 

organizations with different structures have been found, the oldest of them founded in the 

U.S. in 2009. A total of 10 organizations that classify themselves as esports leagues, 

networks, governing bodies, or independent organizations have been identified as potential 

candidates to oversee collegiate esports. For example, one of these leagues, The Collegiate 

Star League (CSL), focuses on providing students of any collegiate institution with the 

opportunity to participate in competitions. Regardless of whether an academic institution has 

a club or varsity team, a student can form a team using CSL’s network and website. 

Alternatively, students at the University of Texas at Austin created an association first 

established for Texas only (TESPA), but later it grew to become the official organizer of 

tournaments for the publisher, Riot Games. These organizations are summarized in Table 4. 

NACE seems to be the leading governing body due to its association with NAIA and because 

of its non-profit status (NACE, 2016). As of March 2021, NACE has a directory of 202 

registered varsity esports teams at U.S. colleges and universities. A comprehensive table with 

NACE’s distribution of members by collegiate association has been created for further 

analysis in Figure 8.  

Similar to traditional collegiate sports associations such as the NCAA – at least until 

recent court rulings, laws, and policy changes related to name-and-likeness for NCAA 

athletes – under NACE constitution and bylaws, universities are forbidden to award any 
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financial aid exceeding the sum of tuition, fees, and room and board. However, players on 

scholarship may still earn prize money from third-party competitions. (NACE, 2019). Some 

universities actively offer scholarships as part of their esports program while others offer 

types of academic incentives for attendance and participation, highlighting considerable 

variability in the ways in which esports are managed across colleges and universities. 

 

Collegiate Esports Operations 

While esports in college are growing, it is still not standard practice to operate varsity 

esports within a university athletic department. Some universities and colleges manage 

esports under different departments, such as student affairs (Walton et al., 2020) and some 

universities do not manage or sponsor esports directly but operate through student clubs. 

Moreover, in a survey done by Baker III & Holden (2018) the authors suggest three ways in 

which esports teams can be classified: 1) teams that represent varsity programs, 2) club 

teams, and 3) privately formed teams. 

Walton et al. (2020), notes that in 2014, Robert Morris University Illinois (RMU) 

(now known as Roosevelt University) became the first university to categorize and treat 

esports as a varsity sport. The program was brought to life by its athletic director, and it offers 

esports scholarships for the very first esports varsity athletes (Kane & Spradley, 2017). In 

that same year, the University of Pikeville (UPike, 2014) in Kentucky, became the second 

university to make esports an official varsity sport. In 2017, the first women’s college to 

sponsor a varsity esports team was Stephens College in Columbia, Missouri. (Morrison, 

2017). Collegiate esports players have been awarded scholarships amounting to more than 

$3 million from TESPA (Walton et al., 2020) and over $15 million from NACE. 
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Collins (2019) found cases in which these esports scholarships ranged from $4,000 

to 50% off tuition, to room and board coverage to full tuition coverage. However, these 

“gaming scholarships” were awarded as merit scholarships, therefore, according to Collins, 

“skirting around federal Title IX gender protections and oversight for the student athletes 

involved”.  

The director of NACE, Michael Brooks, has disclosed that the average scholarship 

per player is $4,800 dollars (Heilweil, 2019). He also notes that 40% of esports teams are run 

by their athletics department, another 40% by student affairs, and the remaining 20% by an 

academic department (Smith, 2017). The reasons behind this are not clear, though others 

have suggested that they may relate to Title IX enforcement, budgeting considerations, or to 

organizational hierarchy issues. There is very little consistency in the decision process and 

how this aligns with a clear objective or the university mission across various colleges. After 

researching collegiate institutions that offer esports, it can be noted that some universities 

offer a wide range of esports and some only offer a few titles, and there seems to be no 

relationship between prize money and selection of esports for a varsity collegiate team, based 

on a review of collegiate team websites. Interestingly, past work has shown that the club 

model tends to perform the tasks of creating communities inside the college or university, 

and do so with greater support toward gender inclusivity (Taylor & Stout, 2020).  

Kane and Spradley (2017) compare the costs of esports arenas versus football 

stadiums. Based on the example of the Robert Morris University (RMU) esports arena in 

Chicago, it costs $100,000 dollars to start a new team at the collegiate level. This includes 

the purchase of equipment and renovation, such as gaming computers and peripherals. In an 

interview, RMU disclosed that their esports operational budget was $450,000. (Keilman, 
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2014). As for the University of Akron, their esport operating budget was almost $500,000 

dollars (Hennen, 2019). In contrast, the average college football stadium requires $400 

million dollars in capital investment (Maxcy & Larson, 2015) and some universities have 

reported spending over 50 million a year (Bolton, 2018). If universities are deciding to add 

participation opportunities in sports to attract additional students and increase enrollment, 

this presents significant startup costs relative to esports. 

Kane and Spradley (2017) state that esports are not only low-cost in comparison to 

other sports, but that the prize money from competitions can go directly to paying the 

students’ scholarships or awards. Depending on the game, travel for competition typically 

only occurs when teams qualify for nationals or finals. Ultimately, esport competition 

potentially provides the same opportunities as traditional sports with respect to media 

contracts, but without the expense of travelling (Prescott, B. 2019). The addition of offsetting 

any costs with prize money – leaving aside for now how that may or may not be shared with 

the athletes themselves and aligning this with the mission of the university – has the potential 

to make the addition of esports to collegiate sport offerings quite attractive. 

 

Student Requirements 

NACE, in their 2020 by-laws and policies, does not have an explicit GPA requirement 

(NACE, 2020). Yet, similar to other athletics teams, there are academic expectations that 

come along with participation in current collegiate esports teams. Indeed, most universities 

seem to adopt management strategies of traditional sports for their esports athletes. The 

justifications are not well documented, though seem to be a product of inertia within the 

institution (Taylor, 2020). For example, the University of Akron’s Director of Esports, 
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Michael Fay, noted that students are required to maintain a Grade Point Average (GPA) of 

2.5 in order to remain eligible for competition. Additionally, freshmen are required to take 

four hours of study or tutoring, and all varsity athletes are paired with tutor-mentors.  

Students are also usually required to spend 12-15 hours per week participating in 

either practices, team workouts, video review or competition. Competitors are selected using 

the videogame’s statistics and rankings, as well as grades and previous experience in teams 

or competition (Prescott, 2019). These requirements are for students actively participating 

within collegiate sponsored activities, representing their collegiate institution, and often 

receiving scholarship or other benefits. This, therefore, means that Title IX regulations are 

relevant in the discussion of placement and definition of esport under the university 

operations umbrella. 

 

Title IX 

One pressing issue for esports competition is the role of federal regulations such as 

Title IX, particularly given the male-dominated nature of professional esports. Title IX of the 

Education Amendments of 1972 had the intention to prohibit discrimination within 

educational programs from institutions that received federal funding. This legislation was not 

originally intended to cover athletic programs specifically, but compliance has made a 

significant impact on universities (Sparvero, Chalip & Green, 2008). In other words, 

universities that receive federal funding must be cognizant of the implications of increasing 

the number of available athletic roster spaces when adding esports to university operations, 

specifically regarding gender equality. 
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Title IX requires three criteria for universities to comply: “(a) the percentages of male 

and female athletes must be substantially proportional to the percentages of male and female 

athletes enrolled; (b) the school must have a history and continuing practice of expanding 

athletic opportunities for the underrepresented sex; or (c) the institution must fully and 

effectively accommodate the interests and abilities of the underrepresented sex.” (Sparvero 

et al., 2008). It can be noted that the word “athlete” is referenced in the criteria, though 

equality of opportunities  and treatment also apply elsewhere in the university. However, the 

classification of scholarships – and the placement of the esports team within or outside the 

athletics department - has legal implications for scholarship awards. In particular, some 

universities have bypassed athletics equality requirements by awarding merit-based 

scholarships to esports athletes rather than athletic scholarships, such as those awarded within 

the athletics department (Collins, 2009). However, with an organizing body for esport, of 

which collegiate teams are members, stricter oversight could be imposed on collegiate 

institutions. 

Kane and Spradley (2017) did a thorough review on Title IX by referring to the U.S. 

Department of Education Office of Civil Rights (OCR) (2008), which clarifies the process 

for classification of a sport and whether esports should be covered under Title IX. The most 

emphasized category regards whether the activity is governed by a specific set of rules of 

play adopted by a state, national, or conference organization and/or consistent with 

established varsity sports, which include objective, standardized criteria by which 

competition must be judged (U.S. Department of Education Office of Civil Rights, 2008, 

para. 23). This indicates that if esports were to be recognized by a governing body, it could 
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be classified as a sport, which would bring strong scrutiny on the use of merit scholarships 

to attract esports athletes. 

Holden et al. (2017) provides an extensive comparison of litigious cases and an 

insightful historical analysis on the U.S. government’s legal recognition of sports.  One case, 

the Quinnipiac case, mirrors the current problem of esports being treated as a sport and its 

legal implications for U.S. colleges. In this case, Quinnipiac University tried to count 

competitive cheerleading as a varsity sport for Title IX gender ratio purposes. Walton et al. 

(2020) also analyzed the case and provided further information that Quinnipiac University’s 

competitive cheerleading team lacked the program structure and administration to qualify as 

a sport, so they renamed the activity to “acro” and associated with the National Collegiate 

Acrobatics and Tumbling Association (NCATA). The NCAA was asked by the courts to 

review this attempt for acceptance as an emerging sport, but it did not approve this type of 

competition due to conflicting formats with other organizations. Therefore, Quinnipiac’s acro 

team was not able to comply with the OCR’s governing body clause. The university then 

regulated the program and appealed back to the courts. The courts found that Quinnipiac’s 

team had satisfied the OCR’s governing body clause by implementing consistent rules, 

competition, and recruitment. However, the case’s verdict ended with courts ruling against 

considering competitive cheerleading (rebranded into “acro”) because not a single high 

school in the nation had an acro team. When this case is compared to esports, it indicates that 

while the acceptance of a college sport requires both a governing body and approval from 

the OCR, that it may also need to meet additional requirements such as high school level 

development. 
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The Quinnipiac case opens the discussion regarding high school grassroots for varsity 

sport recognition. In the state of Texas, the Texas Scholastic Esports Federation (TEXSEF) 

is the leading organization for middle school and high school esports. Moreover, the 

University of Texas has an important role within the high school competition organization. 

It is in charge of organizing athletic, extracurricular academic, and music contests (UIL, 

2021). However, it has not yet decided whether to make esports a UIL competition activity. 

Both of these cases could affect the determination of courts to legally categorize esports as a 

sport for colleges, at least in the state of Texas. If esports were to be treated as a sport, 

complying with Title IX would require additional oversight by universities and pooling 

esport scholarships alongside either club or NCAA sports, depending on its location within 

the university. Universities are still at legal risk, any supervising organization (students 

included) can raise legal claims that Title IX is being violated if equal recruitment 

opportunities are not provided for women.  
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Chapter 3: Who Should Run Collegiate Esports? 

In academic literature, the discussion whether esports should be considered sport for 

legal terms has been addressed especially in the United States. Internationally, countries such 

as France have already recognized esports as a sport. As previously stated, due to the U.S. 

sport structure in varsity athletics in universities, recognizing esports as a sport would 

influence how it is managed and regulated. 

 

Publisher’s Power 

While esports may seem like an overall lower cost competitive activity in comparison 

to traditional sports, one problem lies at its core: the publisher’s control over the video game, 

servers, copyrights, and licensing. As presented earlier with the TESPA case, publishers have 

a significant say in whether the tournaments can be organized and at what cost. Currently, 

esports competitions are occurring with some degree of participation or allowance from the 

publishers when it comes to college esports tournaments and leagues. This has been done in 

collaboration with organizers and publishers since they both get their share.  

However, even if collegiate esports competitions became administrated by a big 

governing body, game publishers will still have power over this governing body to make 

decisions involving their video game. To clarify, if a hypothetical U.S. college esport 

governing body (e.g., NCAA or NAIA) wishes to modify the way a title is played and the 

publisher disagrees, then the publisher has the final word in the dispute. This might lead to 

college’s esports organization planning or having to be comfortable with adapting quickly to 

new titles, new game modes, and any variable corresponding to the publisher’s decisions. 
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This has important implications for the placement of esports teams in college and university 

settings to ensure proper management, and whether the teams may cause unnecessary 

conflicts with university operations and missions. 

 

Should Athletics Departments Operate Esports? 

The growth of esports teams within student organizations and student services can 

lead to a stronger connection with other students and teams around them (Baker & Holden, 

2018). Further, if a university invests in growing an esports varsity team out of their own 

student organizations, it seems likely that this would provide more flexibility with respect 

gender ratios and Title IX compliance, at least relative to housing it in the athletics 

department (Taylor & Stout, 2020). Yet, Yee (2017) suggests difficulty can arise due to video 

game selection, usually selected by students themselves, rather than an athletic director. 

Challenges can arise in this format, however. Specifically ,in an interview with a video 

gaming club student president, it was noted that universities need to provide support for 

continuous management that helps the student organization thrive during regular leadership 

rotations that occur when students graduate.  

Unlike classification under a broad student activity, however, housing a team within 

an athletics department could result in additional challenges with gender ratios and Title IX 

regulation. This would be a particularly important consideration depending on which games 

teams choose to compete in. Under the athletics department, this would effectively classify 

esports as sport, and fall under the counting of athletics scholarships and participation 

opportunities. On the other hand, the potential benefits of having esports run under an 

Athletic Department are the established financial resources, human resources, and other 
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existing systems that accompany it. This leads to better management than the constant 

leadership rotations of student organizations.  

Perhaps most importantly for either location of an esports team, startup costs are 

considerably cheaper than other sports like football or basketball, making adding an esports 

team quite attractive for university presidents seeking to attract students. Additionally, as 

noted in Figure 8, prize money currently tends to be a minor consideration in selection of 

competition by collegiate esports teams. This approach would likely be reconsidered under 

the control of an athletic director. Yet, it would be advisable for both athletic and academic 

esports directors to analyze esport viewership and prize money returns if they have interest 

in maximizing revenue and opportunity for the college or university and its competitors. 

Further, consideration of how those prizes would be shared with esport athletes representing 

the university is necessary. This is true irrespective of the location of the team, particularly 

given recent changes to compensation allowances for collegiate athletes. This, of course, 

would need to align with the collegiate institution’s goals, mission and vision. 
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Chapter 4: Conclusion 

The growth in popularity, especially among young college students, and revenue 

opportunity provided by esports have attracted interest from colleges and across the U.S. 

Given this increased interest, consideration to the organization of collegiate esports and the 

resources necessary to create and manage teams is needed. This is particularly important, 

given the market power of creators of games in which esports athletes compete. There are 

both legal and economic considerations in making the decision to operate esports at the 

collegiate level, as well as questions about the organizational and institutional control over 

that operation. Future work would be well-served to identify the advantages of athletics 

department resources in managing esports, and how that may expand or restrict opportunity 

for incoming esports student-athletes. 
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Tables and figures 

Figure 1 - Graphic description of esports.  
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Figure 2 - Esports structure 

 

Author’s illustration. 
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Table 1 - Top prize money in videogames 

# Name  Prize Money  

Comp

etitors Tournaments 

1 DOTA 2  $ 230,155,489.52  3957 1482 

2 Counter-Strike: Global Offensive  $ 109,332,906.22  13407 5465 

3 Fortnite  $   99,362,917.41  4456 673 

4 League of Legends (LoL)  $   82,031,341.76  7202 2491 

5 StarCraft II  $   34,445,574.78  2087 6062 

6 Overwatch  $   26,750,317.28  3532 747 

7 

PLAYERUNKNOWN’S 

BATTLEGROUNDS  $   25,653,470.88  2951 323 

8 Hearthstone  $   24,151,978.24  2431 902 

9 Arena of Valor  $   23,760,471.67  664 61 

10 Heroes of the Storm  $   18,188,482.65  1253 475 

11 Counter-Strike  $   13,529,661.03  4141 997 

12 Rainbow Six Siege  $   13,198,525.74  1601 242 

13 Rocket League  $   11,813,423.66  1379 1366 

14 

PLAYERUNKNOWN'S 

BATTLEGROUNDS Mobile  $   11,193,572.02  1266 49 

15 SMITE  $      9,240,112.75  525 96 

16 StarCraft: Brood War  $      8,430,170.61  682 681 

17 Halo 5: Guardians  $      7,071,480.97  233 75 

18 Call of Duty: Black Ops 4  $      6,731,938.95  380 68 

19 Call of Duty: Modern Warfare  $      6,617,284.50  257 45 

20 CrossFire  $      6,609,445.02  643 310 

21 Magic: The Gathering Arena  $      6,012,000.00  241 38 

22 WarCraft III  $      5,811,479.73  558 1335 

23 Apex Legends  $      5,194,601.69  1227 289 

24 World of WarCraft  $      4,957,837.61  413 118 

25 Call of Duty: World War II  $      4,559,271.00  266 64 

26 Call of Duty: Infinite Warfare  $      4,156,205.06  341 80 

27 Call of Duty: Black Ops III  $      3,939,783.29  419 78 

28 World of Tanks  $      3,656,496.59  403 50 

29 Clash Royale  $      3,363,348.27  290 51 

30 Call of Duty: Warzone  $      3,243,802.12  734 124 
 

Source: (eSportsEarnings.com, 2021) 
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Table 2 - Esports genres 

Genre Games 

Battle Royale (BR) ● Fortnite 

● PlayerUnknown’s BattleGrounds 

● Apex Legends 

Collectible Card Games ● Hearthstone 

● Magic: The Gathering 

Fighting / Combat Game ● Street Fighter  

● Super Smash Bros. 

● Tekken 

First-Person Shooter (FPS) ● Counter-Strike Series 

● Call of Duty Series 

● Overwatch 

Multiplayer Online Battle Arena 

(MOBA) 

● Leagues of Legends 

● Defense Of The Ancients 2 

● Heroes of the Storm 

Racing ● F1 2020 

● Forza Motorsport 7 

Real-Time Strategy (RTS) ● Star Craft series 

● WarCraft 3 

● Age of Empires 

Role-Playing Game (RPG) ● World of WarCraft 

Sport Game ● FIFA series 

● NBA 2K 

● Rocket League 

Third-Person Shooter ● Gears of War 4 

 

(Esports Earnings, 2020) 
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Figure 3 - Percentage of female gamer in each genre 

 

Source: QuanticFoundry.com 
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Figure 4 - Revenue Streams 

 

Data retrieved from Newzoo (2020). Author’s illustration 
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Table 3 - Top publishers and games.  

Game publisher Games 

Activision 

Blizzard Inc 

Call of Duty, StarCraft II, Heroes of the Storm, Overwatch, 

HearthStone 

Electronic Arts FIFA series, Apex Legends, Madden 

Epic Games Fortnite 

Psyonix Rocket League 

PUBG 

Corporation PLAYER-UNKNOWN’S BATTLE-GROUNDS 

Riot Games League of Legends 

Valve 

Corporation Counter-Strike: Global Offensive, DOTA 2 

Take-Two NBA2K 
 

(Esports Earnings, 2020) 
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Figure 5 - Esports overall prize money per year  

 

Source: (eSportsEarnings.com, 2021) 
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Figure 6 – 2019 Twitch Viewership  

 

Source: https://escharts.com/stats 
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Figure 7 - 2020 Twitch Viewership.  

 

Source: https://escharts.com/stats 
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Table 4 – List of dedicated organizations dedicated to collegiate esports 

# Organization 

Acrony

m Type 

For 

profit Founde

d 

# of 

Institutional 

Members 

1 

Collegiate Star 

League  CSL League 

Yes 

2009 1788 

2 

Texas eSports 

Association TESPA 

Network 

(owned by 

Publisher 

Blizzard Inc.) 

Yes 

2013 270 

3 NACE NACE 

Governing 

Body 

No 

2016 202 

4 

Electronic 

Gaming 

Federation EGF 

Independent 

Organization  

Yes 

2015 34 

5 

Esports 

Collegiate (ESC) ESC 

Governing 

Body 

No 

2020 12 

6 PlayVersus PlayVS League Yes 2018 UNK 

7 

National Esports 

Association NEA 

Network & 

League 

Yes 

UNK UNK 

8 
National Collegiate 

Esports NCE Network  
No 

UNK UNK 

9 

National Collegiate 

Esports Association 

NCESP

A 

Governing 

Body 

No 

2015 UNK 

10 

American 
Collegiate Esports 

League ACEL League 

No 

2017 UNK 
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Figure 8 – NACE number of members. 

 

Information retrieved from https://members.nacesports.org/af_memberdirectory.asp. 
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